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Abstract—Single source localization problem using Time f
Arrival (ToA ) technique is described here.Time of Arrival is the
travel time of a radio signal from a single transmitter to a remote
single receiver.
Among various models for localization
measurement of ToA is relatively direct since by identifying and
locating known samples from transmitted source signal, the
signal arrival time can be determined. The corresponding
unknown source-measurement associations can be incorporated
into optimization. An efficient three step algorithm is used to
solve this optimization problem which includes the steps of course
location estimation, determination of source-measurement
association and source location refinement. This approach
simplify the problem with convex relaxation and approximation
techniques. Here a popular optimization package like CVX is
used. The proposed algorithm has low computational complexity
and is feasible for real time applications.
Index Terms—Time of Arrival measurement, Voice Activity
Deduction(VAD), optimization, convex relaxation, course
location estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION
A central topic in spoken-language-systems research is what’s
called speaker diarization, and it gives the answer who spokes
when. Speaker diarization is an essential function of any
program that automatically annotated audio or video
recordings. Speaker tracking aims to detect segments
corresponding to a known set of target speakers speaker
diarization aims to detect speakers without any prior
knowledge about them. Telephone conversations, recorded
meeting and broadcast news audio are some applications of
speaker diarization[1],[2]. The two common approaches of
speaker diarization are audio segmentation and speaker
detection. The VAD system is used for selecting speech
segments from an input signal and ignores non-speech
segments.
Signal measurement is the key to tracking and localization.
Several measurement models have been proposed in the
literature. It includes measurements of Time Difference of
Arrival (TDOA)[3], Time of arrival (TOA)[4], Angle of
Arrival (AoA)[5], Received Signal Strength (RSS) [6],
combinations of above [7] etc. In TDOA, the time difference
of arrival of two signals observed by two adjacent
microphones is taken. The mathematical relations between
the TDoAs and the observed signals are nonlinear and noninjective. Hence the linear estimators cannot be used
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to obtain the estimations. In [8], source tracking using TDOA
with expectation maximization algorithm is described.
TOA (time of arrival) and TDOA (time difference of arrival)
methods use geometric relationships based on distances or
distance differences between the sensor nodes and source
nodes. The TOA method uses the transit time between
transmitter and receiver to find distance directly, whereas the
TDOA method finds the location from the differences of the
arrival times measured on pairs of transmission paths between
the target and fixed nodes and EM algorithm is more effective
[9]-[10]. Both TDOA and TOA are based on the
time-of-flight (TOF) principle of distance measurement,
where the parameter, time interval, is converted into distance
by multiplied with the speed of propagation. Among these
various models, measurement of TOA is relatively direct
since by identifying and locating known samples from
transmitted source signal, the signal arrival time can be
determined. In this work, it is assumed that the cooperation of
source and sensor nodes is such that at sensor nodes the
propagation time of the signal can be found.
In many papers[9]-[10] multiple source localization with
unknown source-measurement associations is described. In
this work, single source localization using Time of Arrival
technique is addressed. The unknown source-measurement
associations can be characterized by binary variables and so
can be incorporated into optimization. An optimal search
method is one that always finds the best solution or a best
solution, if there is more than one. Optimization is vital to
modern speech and natural language processing systems. An
efficient three step algorithm is used to solve this optimization
problem which includes the steps of course location
estimation, determination of source-measurement association
and source location refinement. This approach simplify the
problem with convex relaxation and approximation
techniques.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II the system model and optimization problem are described.
Section III describes results before conclusions in section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. System Model
Consider a model of the room with M sensor nodes receiving
signals from a source, S who is moving. The locations of the
sensor nodes are known. The problem is to track the unknown
source node. The conceptual diagram of the problem is shown
in Fig.1.
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ni is the TOA measurement of noise.
All sensor nodes send their TOA measurements to a decision
fusion center where the measured data is processed to find the
estimations of the source node locations. But the initial
transmission time of the source node is unknown. The sensor
nodes can only sense the arriving signals. The measured TOA
values can be written in matrix form.
Let

t i be TOA measurement vector at the i-th sensor node

and

Pi be the source-measurement association of the i-the

sensor node. The permuted version of

t i is obtained by

applying source measurement associations to

t i and is

−

Fig.1. Illustration of sensor nodes and speaker
constellation
The above figure shows a room model created which consists
of a single speaker and four sensor nodes. The triangle
represents the source node and the red circles show the sensor
nodes, ie, microphones.
The received signals from each sensor nodes can be written as

z m (t , k ) = ∑ am (t , k )v(t , k ) + nm (t , k )

(1)

s

where

z m (t , k ) is the signal received at the m-th sensor

node

a m (t , k ) denotes the acoustic transfer function
v(t,k) is the speech signal emanating

from the

speaker

n m (t , k ) is the Additive white Gaussian noise.

and

t=0,….T-1 denotes the time index and k=0,…..K-1 denotes
the frequency index.
All the signals received by the sensor nodes are sent to a
decision fusion center where measured signals are processed
to obtain estimations.
Let z= vec m ,t , k z m (t , k )

(2)

where vec operation denotes the vector concatenation of all
received sensor node signals in frequency mode.
The acoustic transfer function can be written as

a m (t , k ) ≅

where

1
ps − pm

exp(− j

2Π k t i
)
K Ts

(3)

Ts denotes the sampling period
p s and p m are speaker s and sensor node m

locations

and

t i is the time of arrival
t i is the time of arrival of the source node at the i-th sensor
node and has the form

ti =

1
x i − y j + τ j + ni
c

the source

ti .

−

t i = Pi t i = [t1 ,.....t M ]T , ∀i = 1,.......N .

(5)

B Optimization Problem
Here a TOA based source localization is described and for
that an optimization problem is described. In the literature,
previously mentioned it is assumed that no prior knowledge
about the number and identities of speaker in the tracking
process. . If the speakers are known apriori, for speaker
segmentation traditional speaker identification algorithm can
be used. However, in many cases, such as continuous speech
stream from live news broadcasting or a meeting, the apriori
knowledge of speaker identities and the number of speakers
are often not available or difficult to obtain. Even in
well-structured news broadcasting, we cannot assume that the
anchor persons are always the same. Therefore, it is desirable
to perform unsupervised speaker change detection and
tracking algorithm in audio content analysis. In this work,
adaptive filter which is based on Time of Arrival (TOA)
technique for tracking accuracy is proposed. First room model
is initialized. Then Voice Activity Deduction (VAD) is done
on audio files received from each microphone. The VAD
system is used for selecting speech segments from an input
signal and ignores non-speech segments. The Time of Arrival
of each signal in each microphone is taken and the adaptive
filter is used to sample the space of possible speaker locations
and to fuse the bearing measurements from audio sources.
The proposed approach incorporates kinematic information
of moving speaker by using an estimator for each speaker in
order to constrain the evolution of the location measurements
and then fuses the location estimates of the same speaker from
multiple microphone arrays for better coverage of the sensed
environment and directly accounts for the measurement origin
uncertainty. From (5),
depends on the start transmission
time and location of the
-th source node which are also
unknown variables. Thereby, with TOA measurement vectors
,
and
from all the sensor nodes, a joint estimate of
are needed. First, we define the resulting estimation error
at the i-th sensor for the m-th source as
=
(6)

(4)
Where estimation error vector e is denoted by
The optimization problem is

where c is the speed of light

τj

denoted by

is the unknown initial transmission time instant of
and
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III. RESULTS

=

(7)

The problem involves mixed integer variables, ie, it includes
both discrete and continuous optimization variables and
non-convex continuous optimization and so is difficult to
solve. So the approach to solve this optimization problem
consists of three steps.
(a) First course location of the source node is estimated. It is a
difficult one because it is a non-convex mixed integer
problem. For solving this permutation matrix is converted
into convex non-integer constraint. This convex
approximation is also called concave-convex procedure. A
number of observations we get using this procedure is shown
in Fig.2.

This work is simulated using MATLAB with the help of
software packages CVX and ISM. For the simulation a room
model is created using ISM with three sensor nodes as shown
in Fig.4.

Fig.4. A room model with moving speaker
As in the previous work if we are considering the TDOA of
different signals at different sensor nodes, we get the tracking
positions as shown in Fig.4. Instead of TDOA as in this work,
if we are considering TOA with optimization, the tracking
position is obtained as in Fig.5.

Fig.2. approximations obtained using concave-convex
procedure
(b)Then in the second step source-measurement association is
found and then from all these obtained values we get the
source locations. Now the problem is convex and a software
tool such as CVX can be used to solve this.

Fig 5. Speaker tracking using TDOA method

Fig.3. Estimated values after optimization
From the first step we get a set of initial estimates of source
locations. And the in the second step we can find the
source-measurement association from the permutation matrix,
Pi , so it is possible to improve the accuracy of the location.
Now all the estimations obtained from the permutation matrix
can be refined to get closer values.
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Fig 5. Speaker tracking using TOA method
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The mean value of the error in the tracking using TDOA
method is obtained as 0.1825 and in this work the error can
be reduced and is 0.0617. A speaker with circular as well as
noncircular motion can be tracked. Fig.6 and 7 shows the
tracking of a speaker with noncircular motion.

Fig.6 Speaker with noncircular motion

Therefore, it is desirable to perform unsupervised speaker
change detection and tracking algorithm in audio content
analysis.
In this work, adaptive filter based on Time of Arrival
(TOA) technique for tracking accuracy is proposed. The Time
of Arrival of each signal in each microphone is taken and the
adaptive filter is used to sample the space of possible speaker
locations and to fuse the bearing measurements from audio
sources. The proposed approach incorporates kinematic
information of moving speaker by using an estimator for each
speaker in order to constrain the evolution of the location
measurements and then fuses the location estimates of the
same speaker from multiple microphone arrays for better
coverage of the sensed environment and directly accounts for
the measurement origin uncertainty. The method requires low
computational complexity and is feasible for real-time
applications. The effectiveness of the approach can be
illustrated by extensive simulation study on tracking a single
moving speaker.
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